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Background: Social-enhanced safety learning is a psychosocial process used to
reduce fear or anxiety by learning to discriminate fearful versus safe stimuli via
a social safety cue. Learning to associate safety with a social
cue requires intact social memory. Preliminary data in
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non-social memory, we hypothesized that OFC inhibition
was disrupting one of these specific processes, resulting in
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Methods: Cannulated adult male Sprague-Dawley rats
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were injected bilaterally in OFC with either saline vehicle,
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injection, rats underwent behavior testing for either: social
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this project, I was able to learn and
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which were all intact in vehicle injected rats.
Conclusion: These data suggest OFC may be part of a
unique neural circuit specific to social memory. Delineating the circuitry of
social memory from non-social memory offers exciting possibilities in the
advancement of precision therapies.
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